Nonlinear information data mining based on time series for fractional differential operators.
The use of mathematical methods has become an indispensable research tool and method in the establishment and improvement of many disciplines. Therefore, mathematical methods have also been included in the intelligence analysis system of public security information science. Intelligence is a summary of information that exists in all aspects of our lives. This information is distributed according to time based on certain rules. The application of mathematical analysis methods can more accurately extract effective information and predict future trends. As we all know, classical calculus is a powerful tool for dealing with many dynamic processes in the field of applied science. However, there are many complex systems in nature that cannot be characterized by classical integer-order calculus models, especially in information processing analysis. The fractional-order system model can better describe its system performance. This paper introduces the time series analysis method into the public security intelligence analysis system, combines the fractional differential operator to construct the mathematical model, analyzes the network intelligence, predicts the future occurrence of the case, and compares the predicted data with the actual data to verify. The method is predictive of the true credibility of the results.